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PREFACE
i

The fourth Hokkaido Indonesian Student Association Scientific Meeting (I{ISAS

4) has been estaUlished as the &rym to share the knowledge of scienceantd technology,

and to sfrengthen the collaboraiion among the scientists across many fields of studies.

This meeting was held on March 2O,2OO5 at Sapporo Intemational Student Center,

Hok&aido, Japan. HISAS 4 was attended by more than thirly participants including
..two keynote speakers and two it nit A speakers. Seventeen pape$ presented orally in

ti; ;.rhg ui. ro*piled and pubtished in the proceedings of HISAS 4, representing

tl" *"U:*ti of Uiotogy, chernistry, physics, invironment, engineering, ffid social

sciences. on behalf #th" organizingexecutive committee, we would like to thank all

who contributed to the succJss of luses +. Special thanks to the Embassy of

Republic of Indonesia in Tolcyo and Honorary Consulate Hokkaido Gas in Sapporo for

the financial suPPort.

HISAS 4

Chaimran,

AchmadDinoto

Vice Chairman

Ida Bagus WaYan Gunam
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TTIE POSITION AND ROLE OF CONSTITUTIONAL COI'RT JI'STTC:tr,S

IN INDONESIA: A SOpIOLOGY OF LAW PERSPECTII'E

Azharr2

ABSTRACT: This article tries to examine the position of Constitutional Court Justioes in
Sociolory of Law perspective. Within the new amendment of the 1945 Constitution c,f

RepubliC of Indonesia, the new in$itution is so called Constitutional Court is added. Why this

institution exist, and what the rolb of the Constitutional Court plays will be depend on l.iee'

position and role of Constitutional Court Justices. Finally, this article explores the role of the

Justices in Sociolory of Law Perspective.

KEyWORDS: The position, role, Constitutional Court Justices, Sociolory of Law perspecti,'e

Introduction

The establishment of the Constitutional Court should be followed by the appointment of nine
justices. The Article ZfiC,paragraph (6) of the 1945 Constitution says: "The appointment and

iemoval of constitutional justice, t}le judicial procedure, and other provisions concerning the

constitutional Court shall be regulated by law." In iine with the said stipulation, the law nn tite

Constitutional Court must be firstly enacted on 13 August 2003 by the State Gazette of Republie

of Indonesia Number 98 of 2003 and the Additional State Gazette Number 43 I 6 of 2003 .

After the amendment of the 1945 Constitution of Republic Indonesia, the judicial control based

on the Constitution is now officially take in places. The function of Constitutional Cour'i is

started since ttre 9 justices took an oath in August 16 2003. Formally, in transition period, the

constitutional cases conducted by thi: Supreme Court. The Constitutional Court establishment

signifies a new era in constitutionalism and supremacy of law, at least for the time being; The

checks and balances system among the legislative, the executive and the judicative power has

been starting since the Constitutional Court carry out its function

The constitutional court

The Constitutional Cburt as part of the judiciaries as stipulated in the 1945 Constitution of the

Republic of tndonesi[. The Constitutional Court Judges based on the principles and values

written or unwritten in the Constitution. Constitution is the basic norm (fundamental norm) at

the top of the regulation hierarohy. It has important role in the efforts to uphold the

Constitution. It also has important role as the supremacy of law in accordance with its

competence and jurisdiction. The main function of the Constitutional Court is to adjudicate

constitution cases in the framework of guarding the constitution. It is also expected not only to

safeguard the Constitution but also to safeguard a stable government administration in
Indonesia.

The 1945 Constitution of Republic of lndonesia stated that there are four constitutionally
entrusted powers and one constitutional obligation of The Constitutional Court. The one, c;'1,i.':

I 
Associate Professor, Faculty of Law Sriwijaya (Jniversity, Indonesia.

2 
JSPS frilow (Supported by JSPS), Graduate School of Law, Hotelaido University.
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four constitutionally entrusted powers is to review the laws whether suitable to or against the
Constitution (Indonesia4 2003:78). The name and the authority or jurisdiction in the Article
24 (2) and 24C of the 1945 Constitutiorf, we can conclude that the Constitutional Court carries
out constitutional control through the adjudication of subject-matters that fall within its
jurisdiction. It task is to enforce the principle of check and balance by treating other branch of
power and organ equally. The establishment of constitutional court must also as the process of
recipro"cal control over the performances of the other branches of power.

The Constitutional Court independence is guaranteed under the Article 24 (L) of the
Constitution. The Constitutional co{rt should posses the power to organize the judicature in
order to enforce Iaw and justice (Indonesia4. 2003:77). There should be no individuals or
institution intervene the Constitutional Court appropriately in implementing its duty. In other
words, the Constitutional Court must be free from outside directives.

The position of constitutional court justices

The position of Ccinstitutional Court Justices is state officials (Indonesia4 2003:92).
Safeguards of the judiciary ore provided in general term under the Act, among others are:
a. The Constitutional Court justices can only be investigated, arrested and detained under the

order of the Attorney General after obtaining permit from the Presiden! except if get caught
red-handed in the act of a crime being sanctioned with death penalty, and/or a crime against
the State's security (Indonesia4 2003:92);

b. The protocol and financial rights of the Chief and Deputy Chief Justices, and member
justices of the Constitutional Court are equal to other state offrcials as regulated by the
legislation (ndonesia4 2003 :92).

In order to safeguard their position, Constitutional Court Justices has the responsibility to
manage its own organization, human reSources, administration and finances in accordance with
the principles of good and clean government (lndonesia4 2003:94).

The system of remuneration or income that gives security in exercising their duties, even is not
mention in the law, except by stating that the Constitutional Court Justices are State offlrcials.
It is authorized to fill the lacunae in the law of procedure by granting the Constitutional Court a
rule making power. The tenure of 5 years and can be elected for another 5 years term if
eligible (Indonesia4 2003:97).

Furthermore, the Constitutional Court is comprises 9 (nine) justices. They shall be appointed
by the President Decree of Republic Indonesia. The Supreme Court nominates 3 three
candidate of Constitutional Court,rlustices, the House Representative (DPR) nominate 3
candidate as well as the President- The nomination system of the Constitutional Court is being
question by the society "How come the Constitutional Court Justices are independence if they
are nominated by those institutions?" It is very important to find out another system for
nomination of the candidate of Constitutional Court Justices in the future in order to make the
Constitutional Court Justices independent and impartial. The eligibil$ for the nomination and
appointment of Constitutional Court Justices are limited to the candidates who fulfill the
following requirement (Indonesia5 2003 :95 )

hold an Indonesian citizenship;
hold a law degree;
aged at least 40 (forty) years old at the time of appointrnent;
have never been imprisoned based on a permanent court decision for committing a crime
punishable by at least 5 (five) years of imprisonment;

a.

b.
c.

d.
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not declared bankrupt by cour! and
have the experience in the field of law for at least l0 (ten) years.

ln addition that the Constifutional Court Justices must fulfill some requirement possess a sft.ong
integrity and good personalrty; just, and statesmen who have sufficient knowledgc of tiri
constitution anil state administration (Indonesia4 2003:94). These qualification themseives, if
correctly possessed by the Justices are ideal safeguards that can guarantee independence and
impartiality of the Constitutional Court Justices. There is a discuision about thi requirement
of Constitutional Court Justices aryong the scholars until now. The standard of values for a
lhoitg integrity, and good personality are not clear yet. Moreover, the Constitutional Court
Justices are prohibited to hold other position such as other state offrcials; members of any
political parties; business people; legal advocates; or public servant (Indonesia5 2003:95). i
suggest for the future justices candidate should have experience and knowledge r:f iirr,
Constitutional Court such as the expert assistants.

Regarding the term of office of the Constitutional Court Justices is renewable for another 1
(one) term. It is clearly stated provision in the Constitutional Court Act (Indonesia5 20{}3:g7).
The term of Constitutional Court Justices is five years and the retiremeni ug" of sixty -sev{iR.The Constitutional Court Justices dismissal comprises into two categories; hlonor and dishonor
(Indonesia5. 2003:97). The Constitutional Court Justices will be respectfully removed wiren
one: passes away; resigns upon a his,her own request to the Chief Justice of the Constitutional
Court; has reached the age of 67 (sixty-seven); has his/her term of offrce ended; or sufflers frori
prolonged mental or physical illness supported by a statement from a doctor. On ther othei:
hand, the Constitutional Justice will be removed in dishonor when one: imprisoned based on a
permanent court decision for committing a crime punishable by at least 5 (five) yoai-r *1-
imprisonment; commits misdemeanor; fails to attend 5 (five) consecutive sessions - wirieh is
one's main duty andresponsibility - without any acceptable reason; violates the oath or promise
as a Constitutional Court Justice; deliberately obstruits the Constitutional Court to proeJi:le a
decision as stated in Article 78 sub article (a) of the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of
Indone_sia; violates prohibition as stated in article 17 or no longer qualifies as a Constitutional
Court Justice (Indonesia5 2003:97).

Finally, there is no a guarantee ofjustice except the integrity ofjustice itself. It seems that the
legislative realized the integrity of justice ai well ur it ii reiected in the qualification and
eligibility of the Justipes to be recruited. They are required to possess integrrty and personaiit.r,
without flaw, a man with statesmanship that master constitutionil law and isodoes not assume
concurrent responsibility (findonesia 5 2003 : 66].

constitutional court justice roles in,,sociorory of law perspective

Thelefore, relating to the issue of the role of Constitutional Court Justices can be analyzed Fi ,m
M. Friedman's three components of the legal system such as structure, substances and legal
culture (Friedman 1975:14-16). The structure of a system is its skeletal framework; it is ire
permanent shape, the institutional body of the system, the tough, rigid bones that keeps the
process flowing within bounds. We describe the structure of constituiional court when we talk
about the number ofjudges, the jurisdiction of courts, what people are attached to the court ai:rj
what their roles. The substance is composed of substantivi rules about how institution shorrld
behave. The legal culture refers, then, to those parts of general culture: customs, opinions, way
of doing and thinking-that bend sociar forces toward u*uy frorn the law.

ISSN t346-8901
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f.
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ln discussion of Constitutional Court Justices' role relating to ttrc structure componen! we will
discuss Justices role in accordance with regulation and in Constitutional Court Justices
decisions. The substances component,tve will address the regulation gives ttre authority of the
Justices, and the Head of Justices of Constitutional Court of Republic of Indonesia which will
shape how the institution should behave. Moreover, the Justices role relating to the element of
legal culture will also discuss legal education in Indonesi4 because the resources of "legal
actor" are given birth by faculty of law. Therefore, ttre effort of Justices in legal culture also
affected strongly by '\vay of thinking" as a result of the process of the system and the
curriculum of the legal education in Indonesia. And of course, "the way of thinking" of the legal
actors extemely affects their way odaoing.

In the discussion about the Constitutional Court Justices role in the skucture componen! in brief,
we will discuss the essential structure of Justices and Chief of Justices. The number,
jurisdiction, privileges, .and salaries of the Chief of Justices, the Deputy Chief Justices, and the
Justices are usually the same. In fac! the total number of Justices of Constitutional Court of
Republic of Indonesia is nine. If we compare to the number of Constitutional Court Justices in
other counties such as Thailand, Taiwan and South Korea which have fifteen Justices, the total
number of the Justices in Indonesia is small in number, especially if we compare to the total
number of population. There is also a different between the Chief of Justices, the Deputy Chief
Justices, and other Justices in term ofsalaries, facilities, and voting rights. Every Justices has
one man one vote, except for the Chief of Justices has two voting rights.

The role of Constitutional Court Justices is very important in order to achieve justice and social
welfare for the nation. Based on the purposes of the establishment of the Constitutional Court
above, the Constitutional Court Justices must posses a strong integrity and good personality, jusg
and statesman who have sufficient knowledge of the Constitution and state administration.

ln the mean time most of Indonesian sees that the condition of law and the enforcement of law
is very confusing. There is no rule of law in Indonesia. The condition rule of law, enforcement
oflaw and personal oflaw in lndonesia is desperate but not hopeless (Budiardjo et al 1999: ii).
It takes time and process to create democracy with liberly, equality before the law, to safeguard
the Constitution, a stable government administration and human rights. It is a hope that the
revision of the 1945 Constitution of Republic of Indonesia has determined the institution for
creating democracy. There is another aspect that should be paid attention is tlie human
resources. The purpose of the rule of law and democracy could be aqhieved by working hard,
cooperation hand by hand among the stockholders such as apparatus, law enforcers,
businessmen, and lndonesian people otherwise the rule of law and democracy is only a
dream.

The present opinion of Indonesia iublic is very much disappointed with court service. It
considers the courts or judges as having failed to fulfill their hope as the last resort or the last
bastion against injustice. In fact, court cases are conducted inefficiently, and adjudication
procedures are not transparent. This results in disrespect towards the judicial system and the
accusation that many judges are politicized and comrpt

A very important breakthrough was made recently in the selection of the Constitutional Court
Justices. The nomination of Constitutional Court Justices shall be conducted in transparent
and participatory manner. The candidate should be aged at least a0 (forty) years old, have
never been in prison on permanent court decision for committing a crime punishable by at least
5 (five) years of imprisonment, no declare bankrupt by the court and have the experience in the
field of law for at least 10 (ten) years. Therefore, it is permitted for one with no experience as
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a career-judge to be appointed Justices, in this case, for a Justice candidate who is Bot a

career-judge. Si* of thi nine Justices are not career Justices, but coming from the cirek o{'-

"profeisor of law,o'and one of the retir0d arrry general and house of representative's member.

In general, Indonesian people put higher expectation toward the role of the Constitutional Court
-Juslices to produce a just, fatrand impartiat triat. Since the justices are veteran and qualified

people in the field of law mainstrearns. This can be seen from the applicatiorr submitted to the

bonstitutional Court. In 2003 there are 24 cases for judicial review. Moreover, on Deeember

2004 there are 69 cases for judicial review, and followedby 297 cases of dispute on the results

'of general election (Table 1). i

Table 1. Total Cases Aceepted by Constitutional Court

Year Judicial Granted
Review

Deniea Rqectea General Granted Denied Rejected TetaE

Election

24 (t4)
68

Sources: Counstitutional Court Republic of Indonesia

In according with regulation, as mentioned above, indeed, suffrcient role have taken place, as

seen from new reviJion of the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia, the l"e;t of

Number 24 of 2003 on the Constitutional Court of Republic of Indonesiq Presidential Ee*.ree

Number l47lMlzOA3, and Constitutional Court Regulation (Indonesial. 2003:1) .

One of the regulation leading progresses is on the Constitutional Court Justices role sueh a tt.;'e

formulation has been madi to cover the Constitutional Court Justices are compei;;lt t*
adjudicate in the f,rst and fural instance cases that are brought before i! and they are:

a. review of the constitutionality of a law;
b. dispute over the authority ofthe States' organ conferred upon by the constitution;

" c, dispute over the dissolution of political pady;
d. dispute over the opinion of the House of representatives that the President and"/or Vice

President is being presumed to have committed violation of the law i.e. teason, comt;:tion,

bribery, other serious crime or disgraceful deeds, and/or being no more eligible to be

President and/ or Vice President as stipulated under the 1945 Constitution.

All subject mater mentioned above are legal disputes that have to be heard, adjudicdted and

decided by the Constitutional Court Justices, and its decision is final once it has been

prooo,rn""d in open tial. The declsion is firial, since there is no more appeal or possible

ieview in the ryri"* and the decision become Res Judicata. It is worth mentioning here, that

there are also arguments among scholars and Justices, that for the last mentioned subject matter

under the Jurisdiction of the Constitutional Court, the decision is not a final. It requires the

Peoples' Assembly in a majority of 2/3 votes out of 3/4 present members. Many people

beliive that the dJcision of Constitutional Court is final in terms of the inexistence of appeal

and review. But the process in the Peoples Assembly is another matter which is political in

nafure.

The establishment of the Constitutional Court since the appointment of the first nine

Constitutional Court Justices on August 2003, which is regarded as historical moment for the

Republic of Indonesia" was determined by the President Decree Number 1471M12003.

2003
2004

24
97n94n025

.: "Ll
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In the substance component, ttre focus on how the institution should behave. Constitutional

Court has difference from the point of Justices of General Court, Appeal Court and the Supreme

Court in lndonesia. Constitutional Cdurt examines and hold trials at the first and final stage

and witl produce final decisions (Indonesia5 2003:93). The Constitutional Court became a

Judex Factie as well as htdex Juris. The examination in the trial of Constitutional Court will
give a chance for the parties to response toward the application. The parties in the Constitutional

Court consist of the applicant and others who has related matter toward the application is being

examined. The applicltion should be in 12 copies which vrill be distributed to the other

institution such as Supreme Court, DPR (House of Representative), and President if it is judicial

review of laws against the 1945 Corlstitution of Republic of Indonesia.

Constitutional Court will set the date of the frst session at the latest 14 working days after the

application is recorded in the registration Book of Constitutional Cases (Indonesia5 2003:101)

and the determination of the first session will be notified to the parties and announced to the

public. The public announcement is done by posting the copy of notification on a public

announcement board dedicated to such a purpose at the Constitutional Court.

Before carrying out an examination of the case, Constitutional Court verifies the adequacy of
materials and clarifies of the applicants. In the frst session, only the applicant attendance is

needed. The Constitutional Court Justice is obliged to advice the applicant to complete and/or

fix the application at the latest 14 (fourteen) days (Indonesia5 2003:101). It is obligation of the

Constitutional Court Justice to advice or informs the applicant about the formal and material

requirement of application. The Constitutional Court Justices will reject the application if it is
not completed. The 14 days for completion caq be enforce toward judicial review of law toward
constitution as well as dispute among state institutions which is not strictly set the time frame

for the decision. Moreover, for other cases such as disputes on the results of general election,

which is the time frame for the decision is set. One of the characteristics of the Constitutional
Court decision is to state that the decision based on law should be according to two evidences

and Justices discretion. Based on the two evidences and the Justices discretion will consider in

favor of the application. The Justices submit their consideration or written opinion or
consideration toward the application and the decision will take place after the Justices establish
plenary session. In case where deliberation of Constitutional Court Justices during the plenary

session fails to reach a consensus, the session will be adjourned until the next Constitutional
Court Justices' plenary session. But if consensus cannot be reached through a mufual

agreement in the plenpry session of Constitutional Court Justices, then the decision will be made

by means of voting. , Moreover, in case where the consensus cannot be attained by means of
voting in the plenarj session of the Constitutional Court Justices, the final decision will be

determined by the Chairman of the Constitutional Court of Justices' plenary session. The

dissenting views of member justices must be mentioned in the decision (Indonesia5 2003:104).

Legalculture is one of three components which influent of the Constitutional Court Jtlstices role,

having equal important as the other two components. Legal culture is very important aspect 
^

among the three components, because it has strong influence toward the Justices role and the

court behavior. One of the sectors of legal culture is the law faculties (law schools) throughout

lndonesia. The curriculum of law faculty adopted in Indonesia, the content of which does not

already fully support the process of renovating the legal paradigm into a reformist paradigm.

The curricula of law. faculties of today are not tailor to accommodate the basic reform of the

legal system after independence. This doe not mean that no effort has been made to make such

a reform; rather, the reforms are not comprehensive and systematic. enough to match the great

change in legal system (Rahardjo 1994:150). All of this form the mind set of the Justices.

;

;
i
s
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Conclusion

The Indonesian Constitutional Court wbs established in August 2003 as the result of reformation

of the people's especially students successful for the stuggle for Demouacy in 998. The'

Constitutional Court is to create the checks and balances among legislative, executive zurci

judicative. In the previous era (New order eral Suharto) the government was so strong a"nd
-foltowed 

by the era where the legislative was strong as the consequence that the

executive/president was easily impeach by the DFR (House of Representative).

It is expected that the role of justices to create democracy with liberty, and equality c'an br'

achieved by the existence of thJ Constitutional Court. The Constitutional Court Justices is being

and will piuy * imperative role to be able not only to safeguard the Constitution hut nts"' l'
safeguard a stable government administration, human rights through fair and impart.iar o,'i'l''

unjust attempt and piessure from outside especially from the political sector, and the executi' '

Ttiere are three aspects influence the role of Constitutional Court Justices such as substance,

structure and legal culture.
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FOREST CERTIFICATION IN INDONESIA: WILL IT INSPIRE

REDUCINq TITE DEFORESTATION?

EliNurNirmala Sarir

ABSTRACT: Certification has been underway in Indonesia for about 11 years. It should be a

;hr[""g" for Indonesia, as Indonesia_ based on a colonial model of foresty which denied

customary rights, ;Gt d uU foprt lands to the State and allowed them to be leased it in
. concessions to comm#ial operatdrs. Large amount of forest concessions holder and plantation

forest companiss i"-loAon.tiu, but plenty amount o{ the :ompany 
who- i1 getting the folest

certification Afth;gh tn. 
"oo""pt^of 

certification is well known in Indonesiq it is often

misunderstood. This-problem is compounded by current chaos in the oountries forestry sector,

..n..tiog confusion ;;;d decentaiization, forestry resource rights and political uncertainty.

There lots of 
"nuiL"g" 

for obtaining the iorest cl*ification in Indonesia such as difficult

external environment that includes inconsistent government policy, deforestation.that caused by

lots of factors, poor law enforcement and comrption. fhe gxistence of forest certification is one

of the tool for r.a"Lio! the deforestatiou but irfact, after the certification is underrray about 11

;; in Indonesii tnJ"-"""t of certified forest is small, such as for the sustainable natural

iroduction forest is 0.24.% of total forest area managed by forest concession holders' The

deforestatioo 
"rp."iutty 

caused by illegal lo*grng still-could be found in a huge number- in

Indonesiq and ii tut *ii-" for privinglthat foresicertification is an effective tool for reducing

the deforestation.

KEYWORDS: Indonesia" forest certification, deforestation

Introduction

Based on Indonesian Forest Deparbnent in 2005, forest area in Indonesia is about 133,128,000

hectares, and from that areq only 83,892,000 hectares or 63 Yo atea is covered by forest-

meanwhile in 1966, seventy'five percent of total Indonesia area or 144 millions hectares of

Indonesia tenitory wer" Jiu coveied by forest. From the remainder forest are4 there arc 376

Natural Forest Concessions Holder *ith tl. total area is 38,294,364 hectares, atd227 Industrial

Forest plantation with the total area is 9,586,808 hectares (Forest Deparhent, 2005).

The existence of fore'st concession holders is purposed for maintaining the sustainable forest in

Indonesia, but in fu"q totr of forest concession holder in Indonesia is against the law of

Indonesian seleotive cutting and Planting system at that time (FWI & GFW, 2003)' This

pushed the deforestation.

Deforestation in Indonesia is started in the seventies. The deforestation is caused by illegal {

t*gi"*, illegal land clearing, and pushed by large-scale forest fire in 1997'L998, economic

crisis and the collapse of poiitics competence and weakness of law enforcement. Lots of causes

of deforestatioo *uld be discovered physically and are found as a focus for the research for

ecologically destructions minimize purposed. Bu!, not all of the causes of degradation and forest

deskuctions are directly and clearly mentioned, as social process and economic poliry are

playrng an imPortant role also.
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